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Abstract: Increasing large-scale integration of renewables in conventional power system has led
to an increase in reserve power requirement owing to the forecasting error. Innovative operating
strategies are required for maintaining balance between load and generation in real time, while keeping
the reserve power requirement at its minimum. This research work proposes a control strategy
for active power balance control without compromising power system security, emphasizing the
integration of wind power and flexible load in automatic generation control. Simulations were
performed in DIgSILENT for forecasting the modern Danish power system with bulk wind power
integration. A high wind day of year 2020 was selected for analysis when wind power plants were
contributing 76.7% of the total electricity production. Conventional power plants and power exchange
with interconnected power systems utilize an hour-ahead power regulation schedule, while real-time
series are used for wind power plants and load demand. Analysis showed that flexible load units along
with wind power plants can actively help in reducing real-time power imbalances introduced due to
large-scale integration of wind power, thus increasing power system reliability without enhancing the
reserve power requirement from conventional power plants.
Keywords: Wind Power Plants (WPP); wind power integration; flexible loads; Automatic Generation
Control (AGC); active power balance; forecasting error

1. Introduction
Large-scale integration of renewables affects the active power balance control in the real-time
operation of the power system [1,2]. Traditionally, conventional power plants are responsible for
providing system services to maintain secure operation of the power system [3]. Increased integration
of renewable energy sources therefore requires new solutions. This is especially true for wind energy
integration, as it is difficult to predict the wind speed with 100% accuracy.
The intermittent nature of wind increases the challenge for power system operators in maintaining
balance between load and generation. Wind Power Plants (WPPs) require more rigorous and better
planned deterministic load following the characteristics. This increases the need for reserve power
from conventional power plants mostly based on fossil fuel that not only adds to the operational cost,
but also results in increased CO2 emissions. The increasingly large scale of integrating WP therefore
requires services from WPPs the same as conventional power plants. Therefore, coordination between
conventional and wind power plants, to maintain balance between load and generation, will not only
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help in minimizing the spinning reserves and energy storage requirements, but also in improving
system security and reliability [4]. Moreover, to enhance effective utilization of wind power resources,
loads must also be made flexible so that they can actively participate in load generation balance control
as required.
Non-conventional loads such as Cold Storage Power Plants (CPL), Electric Vehicles (EVs) and
Heat Pumps (HPs) can provide the required system services for supporting the grid operations
due to their dynamic load characteristic [5]. Their flexible consumption, coupled with their energy
storage capabilities and controlled through external or local units, offers a promising solution to the
above-mentioned problems [6]. According to the study carried out in [7] for the modern Danish power
system, the flexible consumption units in the Danish system are capable of providing ancillary services.
The cold storage and electric vehicles were examined in that case for regulation services (secondary and
tertiary), which eases the operator’s burden of forecasting and supervising the operation of high wind
power integrated power systems and decreases the overall system costs by lowering the production
from conventional thermal power plants. According to [7], the consumption units have potential for
shifting the energy for several hours in order to provide ancillary services, without compromising
the primary function of their operation. The study also estimated the flexible consumption units in
Denmark in 2020, i.e., 200 MW of cold storage and 75,000 of electric vehicles (600 MW).
The ability of flexible loads to provide demand response during peak hours and shifting load to
optimize the power flow in existing grids can decrease the need for reserves and helps in maintaining
the stable operation of the system without additional costs [7,8]. Thus, flexible loads can achieve
demand control by mitigating the load generation imbalances due to probabilistic load or wind
forecasting error. Additionally, flexible loads provide a more economic and realistic power generation
from intermittent energy technologies, thereby serving as an additional value for the promotion
of renewable energy technologies. The demand side management for flexible loads facilitates the
increasing share of renewables and specifically wind energy in modern power systems.
Real-time power balancing using coordinated control of flexible loads has the attribute of being
one of the key features for increasing the integration of renewable energy technologies. Many
researchers have explored the benefits of flexible loads to mitigate power imbalances; however,
they have ignored the uncertainty in power system due to real-time forecasting error by considering
a deterministic operational environment. The study in [9–11] maintained the active power through
conventional generating units and ignored the potential of other sources in providing system services.
The use of energy storage devices was proposed in [12,13], while the study in [11] achieved balance
through demand side management by optimally scheduling non-interruptible and deferrable loads
of individual users. There have been studies that combined supply side management with demand
side management [14], supply side with energy storage management [15], demand side with storage
management [16–18] and all three types of energy management for achieving power balance [19]. The
study in [20] proposed an algorithm to mitigate power imbalances due to the intermittent nature of
renewable power, but this was only feasible for offline studies (day-ahead scheduling) and cannot
be implemented in real time. A real-time algorithm was proposed for conventional generating units
in [21]; however, this study ignored the ramping constraints that significantly influence the power
system operation.
Among the existing work, the studies in [2,3,22,23] are of more relevance to this paper as they
mitigated power imbalance in high wind power generation integrated through AGC in real time.
The studies in [2,3] mitigated the power imbalances through conventional generating units, but
ignored the effectiveness of services from wind power plants and flexible loads. The study in [2]
also observed that power systems having wind integrated with base load plant gave better AGC
performance than the control area having wind integrated with the peak load plant. The study
in [22,23] proposed the effect of flexible loads in controlling the power balance in real time. The
work in [22] showed that flexible consumption units (alkaline electrolyzers, heat pumps and electric
vehicles) not only participated in the load frequency control, but also provided better performance
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than the conventional generation units. Likewise, the work in [23] employed aggregated electric
vehicle-based battery storage and conventional generating sources for power balancing and found
that the regulation needs from conventional generators and the power deviations were significantly
minimized. However, these studies [22,23] employed the static optimization techniques for secondary
dispatch. This technique does not take into account the operating constraints of generating units and
re-dispatches the power plants with pre-defined participation factors. This approach cannot foresee
the present loading of units and may affect the power system security. On the contrary, the study
presented in this research paper employed a dynamic dispatch approach that enabled AGC with better
allocation of regulating reserves from flexible load units and WPPs, taking into account the energy
threshold level and available wind power, respectively.
To analyze the effectiveness of the proposed dispatch strategy, this study developed the modern
Danish power system (Eastern Denmark) in DIgSILENT Powerfactory, taking the year 2020 into
account. Aggregated models of the power generating units were developed for long-term dynamic
simulation studies along with interconnections with neighboring power systems. Simulations were
performed for input data of load, generation and power exchange for a single day with high wind
power production. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the modeling of the power
system, i.e., flexible load, generating units, regulating power plan and AGC. Section 3.1 illustrates the
power balance control through wind and conventional power plants. The performance of the proposed
dispatch strategy is illustrated in Section 3. The conclusion of the paper is provided in Section 4.
2. System Modeling
In current power system operations, conventional power plants are responsible for providing
system services, while renewable generation sources (WPPs) are exempted for providing the required
support [1,3,24,25]. Studies have shown that WPPs can also contribute actively to power balancing
control [4,5,26]. This research analyzed the case where only conventional power plants, WPPs and
flexible units provide the required support. The following sections will discuss the modeling of flexible
load units, conventional and WPPs and the AGC along with the generation of the regulating power
plan by the power balancing model.
2.1. Modeling of the Flexible Loads
Modern flexible loads have potential to support power system operation as conventional power
plants [7]. As discussed in Section 1, the Danish power system in the year 2020 is estimated to have 800
MW of flexible consumption units (cold storage and electrical vehicles) that have potential for shifting
the energy for several hours in order to provide ancillary services, without compromising the primary
function of their operation. This paper models the cold storage units as flexible load assuming that
they can provide regulation of 90 MW through AGC. These services from cold storage units reduce the
dependency on conventional power sources and provide more flexibility to operate the power system
in a secure manner when large-scale wind power is integrated in the system. the energy balance for
the cold storage can be represented as Equation (1) [25].
mc P

dTC p
dt

=

dQload
dQe
−
dt
dt

(1)

where m represents the mass of goods to be refrigerated and CP represents the specific heat capacity of
the refrigerated goods, while Qload and Qe represent cooling capacity applied to air and the cold room,
respectively. The load on the cold storage unit can be represented by Equations (2) and (3), while the
state and control variables are defined in Equations (4)–(6) [25].
dQload
= (U A) amb−cr .( Tamb − Ta )
dt

(2)

dQe
= (U A)cr−e .( Tcr − Te )
dt

(3)
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0≤

Tcr,min ≤ Tcr ≤ Tcr,max

(4)

0 ≤ Tcr − Te ≤ ∞

(5)

dQe
≤ (U A)cr−e,max .( Tcr − Te )
dt

(6)

where U A represents the heat transfer coefficient, Tamb is the ambient air temperature, Tcr shows
the cold storage temperature in a given range (Tcr,min , Tcr,max ) and Te represents the evaporation
temperature of the refrigerant. A compressor controls Te such that Tcr ≥ Te .
System dynamics and the constraints of cold storage are satisfied by the energy balance equation.
The power consumed by the system is predominantly dominated by the work done through the
compressor, which is represented by the mass flow of the refrigerant and the change in its energy
content. The mass flow of the refrigerant can be expressed by Equation (7) [25], which represents the
ratio between cooling capacity and the change in enthalpy of the evaporator.
mre f =

dQe
dt

hoe ( Te ) − hie ( Pc )

(7)

where mre f is the mass flow of the refrigerant. The change in energy content Wc of the refrigerant,
shown in Equation (8) [25], can be determined by the change in enthalpy of the refrigerant at the inlet
hic , as well as the outlet of the compressor hoc . The isentropic efficiency ηic is assumed to be constant
in the given operating range.
mre f (hoc ( Te , Pc ) − hic ( Te )
dWc
=
(8)
dt
ηic ( Pc /Pe )
where Pc and Pe represent the pressure of the refrigerant at the inlet and outlet of the compressor,
respectively.
2.2. Modeling of Generating Units
Denmark generates its electrical power from wind and conventional generation sources.
These generation sources mainly consist of centralized and de-centralized combined heat and power
plants and WPPs. This section briefly explains the aggregated models for these generation sources
along with flexible loads specifically modeled for the purpose of this study. The developed models have
the advantage of reduced computational effort, but contain dynamic features relevant for long-term
dynamic simulation studies. The theoretical foundation for the development of these models was
presented in [24,26] and took the information from the power balancing model (SimBa) [27] and the
AGC for power generation set points, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Power system model.
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2.2.1. Combined Heat and Power Plant Model
The dynamic response of the CHP power plant was examined by developing an aggregated
model based on the studies in [28] for this research study. The model took into account the slow boiler
response that can affect the system stability. In power system studies, the ramp rates and response time
related to CHP are important to consider and are in the order of minutes. The aggregated model of
CHP was comprised of the steam turbine, boiler turbine controller, thermal boiler and speed governor.
A generic diagram of an aggregated CHP model developed for this study is demonstrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Aggregated CHP model.

The primary reserves from CHP were activated through the speed governor. The governor control
action altered the steam turbine valve position according to its droop settings, thereby controlling the
steam flow. The steam turbine model considered the delays associated with valve movements and
changes in steam flow. Likewise, the boiler model estimated the delays linked with the stored steam
energy and the practical limits of the turbine.
2.2.2. Decentralized Combined Heat and Power Plant
Similarly, based on the study in [29], an aggregated model for a DCHP power plant was developed
for this study. The generic diagram of the DCHP model is shown in Figure 3, which was comprised of
a gas turbine and a speed governor that governed the activation of primary reserves according to its
droop settings.

Figure 3. Aggregated DCHP model.

The gas turbine model was comprised of power limitation block, power distribution block and
gas turbine dynamics block. The constraints on turbine response and fuel firing during ramping
process were provided by the power limitation block. The features of fuel flow, air flow and allowable
temperature within the gas turbine were represented by the power distribution block; while the gas
turbine dynamics block was included to characterize the combustion chambers and air compressor
dynamics.
2.2.3. Wind Power Plant
To assess the performance of the wind power plant on the power system level in controlling the
active power during large-scale wind power penetration, it is important to assess the performance
of WPP compared to the performance of individual turbines. This study developed a simplified
aggregated WPP model based on the IEC 61400-27-1 recommendations [30]. The developed generic
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WPP model as shown in Figure 4 has been further simplified for the purpose of primary and secondary
active power control.
The aggregated WPP model had a hierarchical control level, i.e., active power was controlled at
the WPP level and at the wind turbine level. The WPP control level provided reference power to the
wind turbine controller (Pre f _WT ) based on the reference power signal (Pre f ), the measured power at
PCC (Pmeas_PCC ) and the required primary response (∆Pc ). The Prefwas decided based on the available
wind power (PWPP_avail ) and the required response from AGC (∆PWPP ). The WPP controller and the
wind turbine controller were comprised of PI controllers. The PI controller at the WPP level minimized
the error between Pmeas_PCC and the required response, i.e., the sum of Pre f and ∆Pc . The WT controller
and the static generator simulated the relevant dynamic response of the WPP based on the signals
Pre f _WT and Pmeas_PCC .

Figure 4. Aggregated WPP model.

2.3. Regulating Power Plan
As previously mentions, the regulating power plan for the generating units, loads and
interconnections was provided by the power balance model, SimBa [27]. The hour-ahead forecast of
wind power and the day-ahead market model provided the base data for the generation of the power
plan. HA forecast of wind power was provided by Correlated Wind (CorWind), and day-ahead plan
data were provided by Wind power Integration in Liberalized electricity Markets (WILMAR) [27].
The regulating power plan arrangement based on data from WILMAR, CorWind, SimBa and AGC is
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Regulating power plan arrangement based on data from Wind power Integration in
Liberalized electricity Markets (WILMAR), Correlated Wind (CorWind), SimBa and AGC.
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Grid codes and the dynamics were taken into account by SimBa, while providing the the regulating
power plan. WILMAR and CorWind provide input to SimBa. WILMAR provides energy production,
import, export and load demand in one hour resolution, while CorWind provides the forecasting
data for wind and wind power generation data in real time. SimBa takes the input data, balances
the input from WILMAR and CorWind and generates a real power regulation plan for power plants
and interconnections with five-minute resolution, i.e., PplanH A . SimBa compiles a list of regulating
bids based on production capacity, bidding price and the marginal cost function of each unit and
generates an hour-ahead five minute-resolution plan (PPlanH A ), for each power plant and the power
exchange with the neighboring power systems. SimBa takes power exchange and ramp limitations
for generating units. Power exchange ramps for Nordic and CEpower systems are 30 and 10 min,
respectively. Power exchange between the CE power system starts 5 min before the agreed hour, while
for the Nordic power system, it starts 15 min before the agreed hour [31].
A mismatch between generation and load occurs when the wind speed differs from the forecasted
value due to inevitable forecasting error. To maintain the power balance in such situations, primary
response is provided by the speed governors and then by AGC. Due to forecasting errors, real-time
wind generation is usually not equal to HA wind forecast, thus creating a real power imbalance, which
will be mitigated by activating reserve power through speed governors and AGC.
2.4. Automatic Generation Control
Figure 6 represents the model of AGC implemented in this study. The AGC monitored the changes
in frequency (∆ f ) and the power exchange with the interconnections. As the frequency deviated
from its nominal value or the scheduled power exchange, given by Equation (9), it generated an error
known as Area Control Error (ACE). PACE is the total imbalance power in the control area under study.
It is the sum of ∆P, which is the primary response from interconnection, and the product of ∆ f and
biasing factor B. B is the droop characteristic of all generating units that provide the primary response
for frequency stability [25]. PI controllers were used to minimize the PACE to zero by calculating the
required power set points for the power plants.

Figure 6. Automatic Generation Control (AGC).

∆Pexchange = Pexchange_Schedule − Pexchange

(9)

PACE = ∆P + (∆ f · B)

(10)
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Proportional integral controllers were used in AGC to minimize PACE , as given in Equation (11):
∆Psec = K · ∆PACE +

K
T

Z

∆PACE dt

(11)

The values of parameters K and T were required to return the system to its nominal frequency
and exchange power with the set point. In interconnected systems, the value of these parameters
was determined by common guidelines for a coordinated secondary control. As mentioned in [32],
in the CE power system, the proportional constant (K) ranges from 0–0.5, while the value of the
time constant (T) ranges from 50–200s. The time constant (T) is the measure of the tracking speed of
secondary controllers that control the activation of power from participating generators. The required
change in production ∆Psec is then distributed among actively-participating generators and flexible
loads, as shown in Figure 6. The dispatch block took ∆P, WPPs power generation (∆PWPP ), CHPs
power generation (PCHP ) and the available wind power (PWPP_avail ) as input and determined the
required change in the reference power for the participating generation units, i.e., ∆PCHP and ∆PWPP
and change in load.
3. Performance Analysis through Case Studies
The power system model developed for this study included aggregated models for WPP, CHP and
DCHP, system interconnections, load and the AGC system. The dynamics on AC interconnection were
studied through external grid, which emulated the specific characteristics of the Nordic grid having an
inertia of 16 s and a primary frequency response of 600 MW/0.1 Hz. Table 1 provides the capacities of
the generating units, system load and system interconnection.
Table 1. Capacities of generating units and system interconnections.
Generating Units
Power System Model

Capacities

System Interconnections

CHP
(MW)

DCHP
(MW)

WPP
(MW)

Sweden
(MW)

Great Belt Link
(MW)

Germany
(MW)

1754

220

2800

1700

600

600

Conventionally, secondary reserves are activated manually or through AGC, where static
optimization techniques is used. The static optimization technique defines the participation factor and
re-dispatches the power plants without considering the operating constraints of generating units and
its real-time loading. The increasingly large-scale integration of renewables requires a dispatch strategy
that not only takes into account the cost of reserve power, but also its availability from generating
units and the dispatch limits. This study has developed an optimized real-time dispatch strategy for
AGC that will be advantageous for modern power systems coping with the intermittent nature of
renewables when a large scale of renewable power is integrated.
Case studies have been simulated for analyzing the coordinating dispatch strategy for AGC. In the
first case study, load generation balance was controlled with WPPs and CHPs, while WPPs and cold
storage units mitigated the imbalances in the second case study. The study utilized data for a particular
day for the year 2020, when conventional generating units are scheduled to generate 14.12 GWh
when available wind power is 46.59 GWH with a load demand of 30.84 GWh. The availability of
wind allowed WPP to generate 76.7% of the total generation with net power export of 29.38 GWH
to neighboring power systems [15]. To cope with the imbalances on high windy days, the primary
response was provided by conventional and WPPs, while the secondary response was provided
through AGC, where 90 MW was kept as reserved power.
3.1. Case Study 1: Power Balance Control through WPPs and CHPs
Transmission System Operators (TSOs) provide economic dispatch to the power plants while
utilizing available wind power as much as possible, due to their lower incremental cost. However,
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the frequency stability of the power systems with high wind penetrations requires active response
from WPP to maintain real-time power balance. The wind power in real time may differ from the
forecasted values of the hour-ahead power plan generated by SimBa, resulting in power imbalances.
The generating units sense the imbalance as speed change in their rotor speed and respond by activating
primary reserves. The activation of primary reserves depends on the characteristics of power plants
and the power system.
Large-scale wind power integration requires an active participation from WPPs along with
conventional power plants. WPPs are able to respond to positive and negative power imbalances only
if the delta production constraint function is activated. According to Danish grid codes presented
in [33], Grid connection of wind turbine to network with voltages above 100 kV, Regulation TF 3.2.5, the
delta production constraint function limits the current power production of a WPP by a fixed amount,
thereby setting aside reserve for handling critical power requirements. However, WPP operating
in the delta operating constraint adds to the operating cost as limited power from WPP has to be
generated from conventional generating units. Therefore, this case study discussed a methodology
where WPP while generating available power shall respond to power balances due to the generation
excess (negative power imbalances), while CHPs shall respond to both positive and negative power
imbalances, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Secondary dispatch strategy for WPPs and CHPs.

where:
CPWPP = WPP generation cost
CPCHP = CHP generation cost
∆PWPP = Secondary dispatch from WPP
∆PCHP = Secondary dispatch from CHP
PWPP_min = Minimum generational level of WPP
PWPP_avail = Maximum generational level of WPP
PCHP_min = Minimum generation of CHP
PCHP_max = Maximum generation of CHP
∆PCHP_U pLim = Upper dispatch limit of CHP
∆PCHP_LowLim = Lower dispatch limit of CHP
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In a power system with high wind power penetration, the dispatch strategy as shown in Figure 7
is useful as the conventional power plants can operate at their lower limits, while WPP utilizes
the maximum power available in the wind. The generation from WPP is curtailed only during
generation excess, i.e., ∆Psec < 0, while CHP can activate reserves (±90 MW) during generation
excess or deficiency. WPP will curtail the generation only when the CHP is not able to provide
the response, i.e., CHPs are either operating at their lower limits ( PCHP_min ) or secondary dispatch
from AGC ∆Psec reaches ∆PCHP_LowLim . However, when up-regulation is required, i.e., ∆Psec > 0,
a command is generated by the AGC wind power plants that are unable to respond, as they are
already operating at their Maximum Power Point (MPP). In this scenario, only CHP will respond by
activating the reserved power. The real-time secondary dispatch from WPP and CHP, as shown in
Figure 8, minimizes the deviations in frequency and scheduled power exchange with interconnections.
WPP and CHP contribute to power minimum imbalances while keeping the generation cost at its
minimum. WPP down-regulates only when CHP is operating at its lower limit, usually set to 20% of
its capacity, or secondary reserves from CHP reach its minimum level, i.e., −90 MW. As it is unable to
further contribute to real power regulation, thus the WPP dispatch will regulate by curtailing energy
production according to the requirement of the system.

Figure 8. Secondary dispatch from CHP and WPP.

Figure 9 shows the available and generated wind power data for a certain day. A difference
between available and generated power ( PWPP ) can be noticed, which is due the contribution of WPP
in active power balance. This contribution is a profitable and realizable solution, as without integration
of WPP in AGC, TSOs will not be able to operate at the minimum, and regulation of these imbalances
by CHP will result in increased operational cost.

Figure 9. Available and generated wind power.

Moreover, this research work also compared the aforementioned case with cases when WPP was
not contributing to system ancillary services. The results were taken from the previous study carried
out by [3]. The active power balance was achieved by CHP only, and WPP was always operating at
the maximum. This comparison is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Comparison of power imbalances.
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Figure 10 provides a comparison between power imbalances with and without integration of WPP
in AGC. These power imbalances were also compared with initial power imbalances. Traditionally,
the reserve power is only kept on conventional generating units as the case of AGC-controlled CHP
presented in Figure 10. However, the limitations on reserve power and slower generating unit response
result only in higher imbalance than the case where WPPs provide the active support along with
conventional power plant. The active participation of wind power plants in AGC makes the operation
of the power system more secure and allows the CHP to operate at their lower limits, thereby reducing
the overall system operation cost. The wind power can also be kept as reserve power for situations
where the generation is deficient, but this will only result in increasing the operational cost, as the
power kept as reserve from WPP will be generated by conventional power plants or imported from
neighboring power systems if not utilized in the secondary dispatch process. Rather than keeping
reserve wind power, it is more economical to keep WPP production at its maximum due to the lower
incremental cost and to down-regulate only when necessary.
This study shows the WPP contribution to real-time power balance, and its integration in AGC
can decrease the operational costs of the system with bulk wind power integrated power systems.
The idea of integrating WPP is of significance when WPP can contribute highly to the total electricity
production. This allows less generation from conventional power plants, thereby minimizing the CO2
emissions and reducing the overall operation cost.
3.2. Case Study 2: Power Balance Control through WPPs and Flexible Loads
This section details the power balance control though WPPs and flexible load. Simulation
parameters for load, generation and power exchange were kept the same as those used for Case 1.
Primary regulation was provided by the conventional generators, whereas WPP and flexible loads
were used for secondary response. As mentioned in Section 2.1, this study assumed that the flexible
consumption unit can provide regulation of 90 MW through AGC without compromising its primary
purpose. The secondary dispatch from AGC is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Secondary dispatch strategy for WPPs, CHPs and flexible loads.

where
CPWPP = Cost of power generation from WPP
CPCHP = Cost of power generation from CHP
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∆Esec = Energy activated through secondary response
∆EThreshold = Energy extracted through flexible units
∆PWPP = Secondary dispatch from WPP
∆PCHP = Secondary dispatch from CHP
Subsequent to the activation of primary reserves, the AGC response through WPP and flexible
load unit minimized the power imbalance and released primary reserves. The required secondary
response ∆Psec was divided between flexible loads and WPPs, as shown in Figure 11. When the
frequency deviated and PACE was generated, the secondary reserves were activated by the AGC
to minimize PACE , as shown in Figure 12. Figure 13 shows the situation when WPP was regulated
for positive frequency deviations and flexible load consumption was regulated when the frequency
deviation was negative.

Figure 12. Secondary response from AGC.

The secondary response by WPP and flexible loads maintained the real power balance and
frequency at the nominal level. Frequency and power exchange deviations are shown in Figure 13 after
the activation of secondary reserves. A comparison can also be drawn from these figures between Case
1 where secondary regulation was provided by WPP and CHP and Case 2 where secondary regulation
was provided by WPP and flexible loads. It can be seen from Figure 13 that the response was similar
for both cases, but overshoots caused by the slow response of CHP were minimized when the response
was provided by WPP and load consumption. Figure 14 shows this power exchange deviation with
interconnections at 18.00 h.

Figure 13. Power system frequency and deviation in power exchange with interconnections.
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Figure 14. Zoom view of power exchange deviation.

The response by CHP was slower depending on ramp rate constraints limited by the boiler, while
flexible loads responded quickly to frequency deviations, but the response here, as shown in Figures 13
and 14, were similar in both cases due to the slow AGC response. To quantify reserve activation from
WPP and flexible load units, the AGC activated 1.4 GWh of energy from WPP during generation excess
and during generation deficit and 0.699 GWh from flexible load units without impacting its primary
responsibility. If WPP and loads are not utilized, then a large amount of reserves will be required from
conventional power plants to cope with active power imbalances in a power system with large wind
power integration. This will not only reduce the operational cost, but CO2 emissions, as well.
4. Conclusions
This paper investigated the problem of power balancing in a modern power system with
large-scale integration of wind power. A coordinated control strategy between flexible loads, WPP and
conventional power plants was presented to mitigate power imbalances that occur due to the wrong
forecast of wind power. Simulations for a scenario forecasted for the modern Danish power system
when WPPs were generating 76.7% of the total electricity generation verified the proposed strategy.
The study illustrated that power imbalances created due to the wrong forecast of wind power were
compensated by utilizing 1.4 GWh of energy from WPP and 0.699 GWh from cold storage units,
thereby minimizing the need for extra reserve power from conventional power plants.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AGC
WPPs
CPL
EV
HP
CHP
DCHP
HA
TSO

Automatic Generation Control
Wind Power Plants
Cold Storage Power Plants
Electric Vehicles
Heat Pumps
Centralized Combined Heat and Power plant
De-centralized Combined Heat and Power plant
Hour-Ahead
Transmission System Operator
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